
IMDb ANNOUNCES THAT SCENE WITH DAN PATRICK — 
NEW WEEKLY PODCAST FEATURES CELEBRITIES BREAKING DOWN THEIR MOST ICONIC SCENES, 

EXCLUSIVELY ON AMAZON MUSIC 

 
Premiere Episode Featuring Adam Sandler Debuts September 22 

 
Seattle, WA — September 16, 2020 — Amazon Music and IMDb (www.imdb.com), the world’s most popular and 
authoritative source for movie, TV and celebrity information, announced a new original podcast with the upcoming 
launch of That Scene with Dan Patrick. The weekly series will feature actors and filmmakers discussing what went on 
behind-the-scenes of some of Hollywood’s most famous and iconic movie and TV moments with legendary sports 
broadcaster Dan Patrick. Beginning September 22, the new show will be exclusively available on Amazon Music, which 
now features a wide selection of popular podcasts, including Movies That Changed My Life from IMDb. 
 
The inaugural episode features actor and comedian Adam Sandler (Saturday Night Live, Billy Madison) who shares the 
story of his infamous fight with legendary game show host Bob Barker in Happy Gilmore. Upcoming episodes will feature 
fellow SNL alumni and actors Will Ferrell (Old School) and David Spade (Tommy Boy), as well as Bryan Cranston (Breaking 
Bad), and Peter Billingsley, better known as Ralphie Parker from A Christmas Story.   
 
“We all have moments in life that take us back to a specific time or feeling in our lives,” said Dan Patrick. “For some it’s a 
familiar smell, a taste, or a song. For me and so many, it’s a scene in a movie that made us laugh, made us cry, 
frightened us, inspired us, or simply provided escape. This podcast is about those moments, and I could not be more 
passionate about sharing them with you again - but this time it will be all about how those scenes happened, and 
sometimes how they almost never happened at all. I cannot think of a more perfect place to share them than IMDb and 
Amazon Music.” 
 
Watch the trailer for “The Scene with Dan Patrick” here. 
 
Amazon Music announced earlier today the launch of podcasts in the U.S., UK, Germany and Japan, including popular 
titles and exclusive and original series across all tiers of service, at no additional cost to customers. Listeners can look to 
Amazon Music to discover the best of music and entertainment all in one place, including new originals coming soon 
from DJ Khaled, Becky G, and more. All Amazon Music listeners can learn more at www.amazon.com/podcasts and 
access podcasts in the Amazon Music app for iOS and Android, on Amazon Echo devices, and at 
music.amazon.com/podcasts. 
 
Fans can learn more about That Scene with Dan Patrick at www.IMDb.com/podcasts, and follow now on Amazon Music 
to receive notifications once the first episode drops. Listeners can receive regular updates about the podcast, as well as 
other popular IMDb original series, including Movies That Changed My Life, by following IMDb social media channels 
including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube.  
 
That Scene with Dan Patrick is produced by Dan Patrick Productions in collaboration with IMDb Originals. 
 
Celebrating its 30th year, IMDb is an indispensable resource for entertainment fans of all ages. In addition to offering 
original content and programming including videos and podcasts, IMDb is continually innovating to help customers make 
the most of their screen time. IMDb recently launched “What to Watch," a tailored feature that makes it easy to 
discover and enjoy new and classic entertainment, by providing personalized recommendations, Watchlists, monthly 
streaming guides, and fan favorites.  
 
About Dan Patrick 
Dan Patrick is one of America's legendary sports journalists and a revered member of the national media industry. 
Winning the 2018 and 2012 Marconi Award for Network/Syndicated Personality of the Year, The Dan Patrick Show is 
known for extensive A-list interviews from the world of sports and entertainment. For eight years Patrick hosted the 
number one show in America (Football Night in America), handed out the Lombardi Trophy four times, hosted three 
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Olympic Games, won multiple Sports Emmy’s and has appeared in seventeen Adam Sandler Projects. Patrick became a 
member of the National Sports Media Association (NSMA) Hall of Fame in 2020. Dan Patrick is repped by Paul Anderson 
of Workhouse Media. 
 
About IMDb 
IMDb is the world's most popular and authoritative source for information on movies, TV shows and celebrities. 
Products and services to help fans decide what to watch and where to watch it include: the IMDb website for desktop 
and mobile devices; apps for iOS and Android; and X-Ray on Prime Video. IMDb also offers a free streaming channel, 
IMDb TV, and produces IMDb original video series and podcasts. For entertainment industry professionals, IMDb 
provides IMDbPro and Box Office Mojo. IMDb licenses information from its vast and authoritative database to third-
party businesses worldwide; learn more at developer.imdb.com. IMDb is an Amazon company. For more information, 
visit imdb.com/press and follow @IMDb. 
 
About Amazon Music 

Amazon Music reimagines music listening by enabling customers to unlock millions of songs and thousands of curated 
playlists and stations with their voice. Amazon Music provides unlimited access to new releases and classic hits across 
iOS and Android mobile devices, PC, Mac, Echo, and Alexa-enabled devices including Fire TV and more. With Amazon 
Music, Prime members have access to ad-free listening of 2 million songs at no additional cost to their membership. 
Listeners can also enjoy the premium subscription service, Amazon Music Unlimited, which provides access to more 
than 60 million songs and the latest new releases. And with Amazon Music HD, customers have access to the highest-
quality listening experience available, with more than 60 million songs available in High Definition (HD), millions of songs 
in Ultra HD, and a growing catalog of 3D Audio. Customers also have free access to an ad-supported selection of top 
playlists and stations on Amazon Music. All Amazon Music tiers now offer a wide selection of podcasts at no additional 
cost, and live streaming in partnership with Twitch. Engaging with music and culture has never been more natural, 
simple, and fun. For more information, visit amazonmusic.com or download the Amazon Music app. 
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